GUE & ILA update

draft-ietf-intarea-gue-01
draft-herbert-gue-extensions-01
draft-herbert-nvo3-ila-04

Tom Herbert <tom@herbertland.com>
In depth review by Murray Kurcherawy
  ○ Several editorial changes and clarifications
  ○ Clean up normative language

Next steps
  ○ WGLC?
No new version

Next step
  ○ Request to be WG item in int-area
  ○ Reviews
draft-herbert-nvo3-ila-04

- **New version**
  - Petr Lapukhov added as author
- **Discussion**
  - Applicability in IDEAS, 5GangIP
- **Issue raised**
  - Must addr types & csum neutral bit be defined in IDs?
- **Request**
  - Make WG item in int-area
Thank you!